
JFK Quoted: ‘Clossal ADstoke* ^ 

News Might Have Barred 

Bay of Pigs Invasion 
ST. PAUL, Minn., June 11 In a White House conver- 

(AP)—The late President Ken- sation on Sept. 13, 1962, never 
nedy told a New York Times made public before today, Dan- 
executive that If the Times fei said, the President 
had printed aU it knew about with the late publisher of the I 
the pending Bay of Pigs Inva- Times, Orvll Dryfoos. I 
sion of Cuba,: the United wish you had run every- 
States woifld have been saved thing on Cuba ... I am just 
from a “colossal mistake,” a sbrry you didn’t tell It at the 
Times editor -disclosed here time,” Daniel qubted the Pres- 

ident as telling Dryfoos. 
Managing editor Clifton Dan- „ . „ , „ 

lei revealed — for the first Exchanges Heated 
time, he said — some painful Daniel told of detailed and 
decision-making at the Times heated exchanges among top 1 

“before both the Bay of Pigs Times executives before the 
invasion and the later Cuban decision was made to give the 
missile crisis. controversial dispatch a lesser 

The Times editor spoke at headline, eliminate reference 
the MacAlester College World to an “imminent” invasion. 
Press Institute Forum honor- «md drop reference to partici- 
ing 1986 Pulitzer Prize win- pation of the Central Intel- 
ners and foreign journalists Hgence Agency in invasion 
studying at the college. preparations. 

Daniel painted a picture of Daniel said his own view to- 
a President apparently tom in day is that the Bay of Pigs 
two directions by the course operition "might well' have 
the Times took during the been canceled and the country 
Bay of Pigs buildup. would have been saved enor- 

 L ni , mous embarrassment if the Premature Disclosures Times and other 
At one point, meeting with newspapers had been more dil- 

■ a group of editors after the igent in the performance of 
: incident. President Kennedy their duty.” 
“ran down a Ust of what he He added, however, that 
caUed premature ^sclosures James Beston, then chief of 
of security information,” most- the Times Washington Bureau 

^ *be Times, Daniel and now an associate editor, 
who was in on the decision- 

While he. scolded the New making, disagrees. 
York Times,”. Daniel went on. By contrast, Daniel added, 
"the President said in an when the crisis of Russian 
aside to (Mr. Catledge, ‘If you missiles In Cuba came to a 
had printed more about the head, the Times, at the per- 
operation you would have sonal request of President 
saved^ us from a colossal mis- Kennedy, withheld its exclu- 
t®Ee.’” give story until the Govem- 

(Turner Catledge was then ment had had an opportunity 
managing editor of the Times to complete plans to counter 
and is now executive editor.) IL 


